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INTRODUCTION 
The Wye river catchment lies within the 
beautiful Wye Valley Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty. Running through acidic 
mountain mires, forested river valleys and 
lowland agricultural land, the Wye river enters 
the river Severn at Chepstow. The Wye and 
its wetland margins are a uniquely valuable 
ecosystem supporting a range of species and 
habitats that are reliant upon good quality 
water and the necessary seasonal flows. But 
a problem lies in the water as phosphate 
pollution threatens the unique balance of life 
found in this special place. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT? 
It is rich in biodiversity and although it 
occupies just 0.34% of the catchment, it 
serves as an essential migration route and 
a key breeding area for many species like 
otters, Atlantic salmon, and twaite shad. In 
1972 the Wye river Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) was designated, recognising its 
important biodiversity value. The economic 
value of tourism and related employment was 
estimated in 2018 at £385 million, providing 
7,700 jobs.

THE PROBLEM 
The Wye has been designated as Special 
Area of Conservation (SAC), which has led 
to increasing attention on its degraded 
water quality. Monitoring has found that 
the phosphate concentrations exceed 
legal limits by as much as five times in the 
river’s headwaters and by nearly double in 
surrounding tributaries. These pollutants in 
the water disrupt ecological processes and 
reduce freshwater ecosystem resilience. 
Excess phosphate leads to aquatic vegetation, 
essential to support the internationally 
important fish population, being smothered 
by algal blooms. Tourism is affected by the 
presence of algal decomposition smells and 
unattractive appearance. 
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ESSENTIAL MIGRATION ROUTE AND 
KEY BREEDING AREA FOR MANY 
NATIONALLY IMPORTANT SPECIES 
INCLUDING OTTER, SALMON, 
TWAITE SHAD, AND BACKWATER 
WATER CROWFOOT BEDS

MONITORING HAS FOUND THAT THE PHOSPHATE 
CONCENTRATIONS EXCEED LEGAL LIMITS BY AS MUCH AS FIVE 
TIMES IN THE RIVER’S HEADWATERS AND BY NEARLY DOUBLE 
IN SURROUNDING TRIBUTARIES. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/361793/River_Wye_NMP_final_report_v3_14052014.pdf


CLICK HERE TO VIEW 
FULL REPORT. 
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Pollution originates from sewage treatment 
works and diffuse pollution from agriculture. 
The cumulative effects from hundreds of 
Intensive Poultry Units (IPUs) is strongly 
suspected to be a significant contributor, with 
a clear negative association between chicken 
farming intensity and ecological potential 
being found within the catchment (figure.1). 
Climate change is also a contributing factor, 
with worsening droughts intensifying algal 
blooms. 

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE?
The Wye and Usk Foundation was formed in 
1995 to reverse the loss of Atlantic salmon 
from both rivers. Through its work on the 
environment, education and economics, the 
Foundation has successfully led restoration 
work and actively sought to work with 
landowners and a range of official and 
voluntary bodies. The current ecological 
condition baseline was established by 
the 2010 Wye River SSSI assessment as 
‘unfavorable – recovering’, which cited diffuse 
agricultural pollution and phosphate impacts 
from sewage treatment works. 

In 2014 a Planning board was formed by 
the Environment Agency (EA) and Natural 
England (NE), and a Nutrient Management 
plan was developed to ensure the Wye river 
SAC achieves and maintains a favourable 
conservation status. Despite the board 
facilitating discussions between stakeholders 

and planning authorities, actual water 
quality continues to fall. In December 2020 
NRW stated that 60% of the Wye river and 
its catchments fail against the SAC targets. 
The most recent NRW advice is that no 
development should go ahead in the Wye 
SAC unless it demonstrates neutrality or 
betterment in terms of phosphate release. 
Voluntary partnerships such as the Wye and 
Usk Foundation, Afonydd Cymru and Wales 
Environment Link are attempting to hold 
the statutory bodies to account; however 
infrequent monitoring and little enforcement 
are limiting factors. 

The Welsh Government has taken decisive 
action in response to increasing water 
pollution from agriculture by creating new 
regulations, effective from April 2021, 
which aim to control loss of nitrogen to 
watercourses from fertilizer, slurry and animal 
manure. These are to be welcomed, but will 
not tackle phosphate and sedimentation 
pollution across Wales.
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KEY ASKS 
 
Ensure regular tracing of sources of 
pollution, which is followed up in a cross-
border framework between England and 
Wales.

Develop a phosphorus compliance data 
set and map for the whole of the English 
and Welsh sections of the Wye SAC. 

Develop an intensified programme of 
incentives for conservation measures on 
farms to reduce nutrient pollution. 

Introduce an improved planning system 
where criteria for planning decisions are 
published and kept under review. 

Natural England the Environment Agency 
and Natural Resources Wales should 
establish mechanisms which ensure 
that planning conditions are effectively 
monitored and enforced. 

Ensure that adequate resources are in 
place to establish long term well-targeted 
monitoring and outreach. 

Deliver habitat restoration to improve 
habitat for listed species, ‘bathing water’ 
status for the lower Wye and the wide 
roll out of Nutrient Management Plans 
under the Control of Agricultural Pollution 
Regulations.  

THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 
FROM HUNDREDS OF 
INTENSIVE POULTRY 
UNITS (IPUS) IS 
STRONGLY SUSPECTED 
TO BE A SIGNIFICANT 
CONTRIBUTOR
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Figure 1. WFD 
2018 data by sub-
catchment, Right: 
Map of cumulative 
chicken numbers by 
sub-catchment. Black 
outline= Wye River 
SAC England and 
Wales.
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